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ABSTRACT 

								The potential of the mobile devices raised a lot in the past few years. Today the 
mobile devices are maybe the most important target for developers around the world. The 
companies around the world are trying to increase their efficiency by implementing 
mobile based tools and applications for better and faster working. Current researches and 
surveys are showing that people are more likely to use mobile devices for everyday tasks 
then PC’s or laptops. This global phenomenon is also reflecting the medical world. 
Currently, many medical research centers and hospitals in the world are investigating the 
potential of the mobile based technology and trying to implement the best working model 
that fits their needs. Also, some medical robotic devices that were attractive only two or 
three years ago, today are being replaced by mobile phones and smart watches just 
because they are easier for using, more convenient and also they are offering lots of 
possibilities. In this paper we are focused on analyzing purposed cross-platform models 
for data handling in medical purposes. The paper covers the techniques and models for 
medical data exchange in every level using cross-platform technologies and smart 
devices.   
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INTRODUCTION 

        Collecting data is becoming   essential in the daily operations at every level in all 
branches of everyday living. In the field of industry, medicine, the work of the 
government institutions in the field of security, marketing literally everywhere there is a 
need for rapid exchange of large amounts of data which is directly related to the successful 
operation of any of the above mentioned branches. The exchange of data in daily 
operations more recently becomes a process that slowly but surely begins to completely 
depend on mobile platforms. The level of communication is reduced mostly on fast data 
exchange using a mobile phone from one user or group of users connected to a network 
or a central source of information such as a central database that is fed with information 
from a vast number of mobile users on the ground that usually send information on the 
go. The exchange of information using a mobile phone exceeds the expectations of many 
of the companies that deal with production of mobile smart devices and mobile 
applications worldwide.  
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        One of the branches which undoubtedly occupies a very important place in everyday 
human living is the medicine. In the world currently there are multiple ways to 
communicate and exchange data for medicinal purposes. Rapid and accurate exchange of 
important medical data is considered crucial in the process of detection, prevention or 
treatment of a particular disease. There are many campaigns that stretch currently in the 
world for prevention of certain incurable diseases such as malignant diseases. The new 
era of access to information in the form of mobile applications opens the way to mobile 
platforms for their serious implementation as handy tools that can be used in medicinal 
purposes. [2] The main purpose of this paper is to present several cross-platform models 
that would be effective in the process of management of information in medical purposes 
and would be easy to use in clinical practice. 

        Some technologies which are being used for exchange of information in medical 
purposes are standardized and generally accepted, while some technologies are still 
considered non-standard. [6] The use of cross-platform models of mobile systems and 
technologies can be considered arbitrary and it is strongly recommended these 
technologies to be used as tools that may informally contribute to the exchange of data in 
medical purposes. Many of the campaigns to prevent certain serious diseases in the world 
are run by actively sending SMS messages to certain previously targeted group of users. 
[8] The use of the social networks with the help of the smart mobile devices simplified 
this process by making it possible to lead free campaigns on social networks through 
timely announcements direct to consumers in the form of notifications directly to their 
smart devices.  

        The whole scientific world agrees that the use of smart mobile devices in medical 
purposes is the future. The analysis of the electronic stores for mobile applications 
described in some scientific papers are showing that the number of mobile medical 
applications since 2014 was nearly 100,000 (one hundred thousand applications). Some 
authors even go so far as to say that in the future can be expected for each disease to be 
prescribed a corresponding smart application, the same as a prescribed medicine. 
Although the potential of smart mobile tools is undoubtedly very great, yet these 
technologies are still at the level of commercial products available on the market. Medical 
institutions are lagging greatly in this area primarily because these technologies are still 
in the experimental stage and the developers are working on increasing security in the use 
of mobile applications in medical purposes primarily because the most important thing in 
this process is the health of the patient to be fully protected. [9,10] 

        If we analyze the available literature in this area it will be noted that still there are 
not available standardized guidelines and procedures that indicate the main parts of which   
certain eHealth or mHealth mobile health application should be made to be fully 
compatible for use. [5] Several research teams in the world including many medical 
professionals are trying to publish scientific studies backed up by clinical trials which 
will give some guidance to the manufacturers of these type of applications to stick on in 
the future. In this paper we present several models for multiplatform informal sharing of 
data for medical purposes which we believe may be effective for patients and it also may 
affect in reducing the cost of health care and help in the timely detection and prevention 
of serious diseases. [7] 
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PROPOSED MODEL: SOCIAL NETWORKS INTEGRATION  

        Social networks are definitely one of the most used things on the Internet especially 
among young people. Also using social networks through mobile devices is currently the 
most accepted way of using social networks mostly because of the practical opportunity 
to share updates on the go. This represents an excellent opportunity for researchers in 
eHealth and mHealth areas to use this trend to create entirely free campaigns to prevent 
certain diseases and thus collect a large amount of data that later would be used for 
production of medical scientific studies. This model has been tested by several groups of 
students from our universities. [3] The model includes an active user registration through 
their personal accounts on social networks Facebook and Twitter. The use of social 
networks as tools for registration of user groups currently is the most acceptable way for 
all developers of software systems as a practical alternative instead of creating standard 
user accounts for each application separately. 

 

 

Fig.1 Visual illustration of the social networks integration proposed model 

        During the process of testing, we conducted registration of more than 200 users in a 
central database that has registered in our database using their accounts on social networks 
Facebook and Twitter. Previously a separate user authentication module was made based 
on API documentation and developer tools offered by both social platforms. The module 
is fully integrated into mHealth test application that was developed for the purposes of 
this research. This proposed model fully guarantees the safety of the users of the 
application because the authentication of users is done by a third party. This avoids the 
potential possibility of creating false accounts and bots. Once the user is registered, the 
application through appropriate data service captures data about the user and saves it into 
SQLite central database.	The database further is connected to special module for sending 
notifications and free messages to the users of the application. This proposed model is 
suitable for organizing online campaigns to raise awareness about the risk of a certain 
disease completely free of charge simply by targeting a large group of people through 
social networks. 
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Example code: Facebook integration 

    import com.facebook.graph.FacebookDesktop; 
    import mx.controls.Alert; 
    import mx.core.WindowedApplication; 
    public  FB_AP:String = "; 
    private  APP_ID:String = "fbappid_here"; 
    private var accesstoken:String = ""; 
    private var webview:StageWebView; 
    private function init():void 
    { 
     FacebookDesktop.init(APP_ID, aontinit);  
    } 
    public function afterinit(a:*,b:*):void 
    {  
     FacebookDesktop.login(this.aontlogin, ["user_photos"]  
);} 
 
        The advantage of this approach is that mobile applications of this type are completely   
independent from the operating system or device on which they are executed and that is 
making them especially suitable for use and reduces costs. 

Results 

        Above we mentioned that the experiment that was conducted was attended by more 
than 200 students with their user profiles. With the help of mHealth test application, 
several times a day we were sending messages and other notifications directly to the 
mobile phones of all registered users. Finally, an online survey was conducted to test and 
check how many users are dissatisfied with this way of data exchange in medical purposes 
and also to check the level of effectiveness. More than 90% of surveyed participants in 
this practical experiment responded that they had a positive experience with this kind of 
direct communication in medicinal purposes, 99% of those involved in the trial have said 
that this model is completely acceptable, convenient and easy to use. Over 80% of those 
involved in the experiment said they had absolutely no technical problem in using the app 
on different devices with different hardware potential. 

 

PROPOSED MODEL: GEOLOCATION AND MAPPING  

        At the moment there is an undefined tendency in the world that is leading to a 
complete transfer of all information and communication services at the level of mobile 
platforms. The world goes mobile. As mentioned above, research shows that people much 
better deal with mobile devices and the process of transferring data using mobile devices 
it's far simpler and faster as opposed to the standard operation of the computer. One of 
the important features of smart mobile devices is their ability to detect the current 
geographic location. All smart devices today offer this option. Already many years by 
means of detecting the geographical location and with the help of sophisticated 
applications for mobile devices that offer detailed maps, this technology facilitates the 
movement and navigation of people from one point to another in any part of the planet 
earth. 
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        Taking this into consideration, we decided to test a prototype model which will 
include working with geographic location and mapping. The proposed model consists of 
a module called GeoData built into mHealth test application developed for the purposes 
of this research. The module monitors the pollution of the city of Skopje by gathering 
information from the meters in town. The module is directly connected to another module 
in the application which contains information about possible diseases of the user who is 
currently using mHealth test application.  

        To monitor the geographical location by the application, the user needs to grant 
permission and agree it's location to be monitored by the application. When the user finds 
himself in the zone where currently is registered increased pollution, the application 
connects to the database that keeps information about his health and calculates the risk of 
staying in that area at that point. [2] The information is forwarded in the form of a 
notification to the mobile device of the user. Additionally, the database keeps data on the 
total duration of stay in the environment in which high contamination is measured within 
24 hours. The application contains a map in which are marked all the medical facilities 
nearby, divided by the distance from the current location. 

Results 

       Using the built-in functionality in this module, we conducted an informal test of 
pollution in different environments. The tests included 300 test users from different cities 
who voluntarily signed up to the application with their own user profiles. By monitoring 
their geographical location in various environments and comparing the data with the  
monitoring stations, we received informal results of exposure to air pollution during 24 
hours in different areas. These results are not 100% accurate and do not represent a 
relevant sample, the main objective was to demonstrate the potential of this model for use 
in future research and informal work with data of this type in medical purposes. The 
results of the month-long collection of data from the application are presented in the 
following graph. 
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PORPOSED MODEL: CAMERA SCANNING 

        This model is perhaps one of the most interesting and creative models with great 
potential in research. We know that every year with the release of each new model of 
smart mobile devices, increases the hardware potential of the device. The built-in Camera 
inside the mobile devices is perhaps one of the most important pieces of hardware which 
is maximally used especially among the younger population. We have tried to analyze the 
possibility of implementing cross-platform model that would be totally independent from 
the platform and the hardware potential of the device on which it performs and which in 
its basic structure will include data processing in the form of images that can be used for 
medical purposes.[4] There are many current research projects in the world that are 
related to artificial intelligence and are based on the recognition of certain diseases 
through computer analysis of images. Some of these studies already published results that 
are encouraging. For the purposes of this research we have developed a prototype module 
whose cross-platform functionality was tested on Android mobile and tablet devices, iOS 
mobile and tablet devices and BlackBerry PlayBook tablet. The module has shown 
excellent results in testing of the functionality in all devices equally which basically gives 
the chance for potential market penetration and its commercial exploitation. 

 

Fig.2 Concept of the purposed camera model  

 

Results  

        Within this part of the research a simple experiment was performed to test the 
potential of the proposed model. Different medical devices mostly drugs were labeled 
with pre-generated QR codes. All the codes used for marking of the medications and the 
medical devices were previously stored in the database. Inside the CameraScn module 
which is part of mHealth test application was built a QR code recognition system that 
uses the built-in camera in all iOS and Android smart devices. 
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In the experiment attended by three groups of students aimed to investigate the credibility 
of a particular drug or medical device by scanning the code mobile device. After a 
successful scan code for a period of 1.5 to 3 seconds in iOS devices and 2 to 4 seconds in 
Android devices, the app gives feedback whether the scanned code exists or does not exist 
in the database. For those medical devices or drugs that are previously registered in our 
test database, the application returns a positive result, while for those who are not 
registered, the application returns a negative result. 

        This concept in the future may be realistically implemented in actual operation. The 
concept is inexpensive, easy to use and quite fast. The most important thing is that the 
technology is cross-platform oriented and do not depend on the user's device or installed 
operating system. This experiment was conducted in a student laboratory in order to test 
the effectiveness of the proposed model. It is necessary in the future to conduct further 
research and perhaps to change the legislation to practically implement this model in 
medical purposes. [1] We believe that using this concept in the field may lead to removal 
from the market of many false medical devices and drugs and thus directly increase 
patient safety. In addition to this the image below is a schematic representation of the 
concept of the three proposed models. (Fig. 3)  

 

 

 

Fig.3 Schematic representation of the concept of the proposed models 
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CONCLUSION  

        Many experiments and surveys were conducted as part of this research in the 
laboratory and in the field in order to test the functionality of the cross-platform mobile 
applications in the process of transmission and storage of data in medical purposes. We 
proposed three models practically tested in the laboratory and in the field. All three 
models provide some informal data that form the basis for further research. It is necessary 
in the future to continue developing using cross-platform technologies. These 
technologies are showing huge development potential in medical purposes. In the future 
a growing number of medical professionals and software developers will work on 
developing systems for data transmission in medical purposes using smart mobile 
devices. Smart watches are included in this story at the right moment. Our following 
research will be directed towards to apply all the functionalities of already established 
mobile applications mentioned in the text above to the new generation of smart watches. 
This will lead in the future to increased efficiency, increased speed and reliability of data 
transmission and dramatically reduced costs. 
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